In this paper 1 , virtual simulation technology of 3D obstacle avoidance algorithm for AUV is presented, which can be used to simulate the underwater environment, and simulates AUV underwater autonomous obstacle avoidance. The research based on virtual simulation technology. The obstacle model is imported into Vega, and then the obstacle avoidance sonar image and obstacle information can be simulated by setting reasonable parameters in the sonar simulation module. Then, 3D obstacle avoidance algorithm, which based on fuzzy control algorithm and finite state automata algorithm, can guide AUV to avoid obstacles in real time. Finally, the experiments results show that the method is easy to be implemented by computer and meets the practical requirements of obstacle avoidance based on sonar image processing and display. The underwater autonomous 3D obstacle avoidance algorithm can be fully verified.
INTRODUCTION
The abbreviation of autonomous underwater vehicle is AUV, and AUV is an intelligent robot. When AUV needs execute all kinds of missions in the complicated underwater environment, it maybe encounter the obstacle of reefs, underwater mountain and uncharted island during the missions. Obstacle avoidance means that an AUV can autonomously sense unknown obstacle and adjust its trajectory to avoid collision in real time. Therefore, AUV needs to acquire information of underwater obstacle. As an effective means of detection, 3D multi-beam imaging sonar has played a central role for the AUV, which seems to be the AUV's eye. It can acquire information of underwater obstacle and make real-time obstacle avoidance decision and the fuzzy control algorithm and finite state automata algorithm is the soul of AUV avoidance decision and mission. In this paper, a virtual simulation system is provided. The fuzzy control algorithm and finite state automata algorithm can be verified in the virtual simulation system. The obstacle avoidance algorithm can direct AUV to avoid obstacles in real-time.
OBSTACLE MODEL
The Multgen paradigm is a professional virtual reality modeling software, which is powerful, interactive and professional and provides powerful vector modeling and polygon modeling, terrain generation function [1] .The software can generate realtime 3D model database using the API library function. The virtual reality modeling software model has the advantages of better reflecting topography and complex topography, less data redundancy, the simplified data distortion, ensure the real-time and interactive visual simulation. According to the requirements of AUV for real-time simulation of obstacle environment, an obstacle environment modeling method based on Creator is proposed, and various typical scenarios with complex underwater obstacles are established (as shown in Fig. 1 and 2, yellow part represents obstacles, red part represents obstacles, the red line represents the planned track of AUV). 
OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE SONAR MODEL

Principle of Sonar Imaging
The propagation of acoustic ray is similar to the propagation of light line, and the position of sound line is different, so the sonar image is different. The acoustic ray emitted by 3D multi-beam imaging sonar are rebounded when they encounter obstacles, and the distance between the sonar and the target is calculated by the time difference between launching and receiving. Because sound waves propagate in water with certain attenuation, the echo intensity varies with distance. As you can see from Fig. 4 , the sonar scans to the bottom of the two targets, but each has an acoustic shadow (such as a black rectangle), because the acoustic ray is blocked by the targets will not hit the bottom. So even for the same target, different images will be displayed because of the different incident angle, echo intensity and acoustic distance. 
Obstacle Avoidance Sonar Model
Through the study of the imaging mechanism of 3D multi-beam imaging sonar and the imaging principle of obstacles in sonar images, the virtual simulation system considers the damping and absorption problem with distance, and the echo intensity is determined by different incident angles of the sound line, and Gauss random noise is added. The virtual simulation system simulates 3D multi-beam imaging sonar, in which the sonar has a horizontal detection area with the angle of 130 degrees *10 degrees and a vertical detection area with the angle of 90 degrees *10 degrees. The field of the sonar is shown in Fig. 5 . Finally, the Vega software is used to simulate the emission, transmission, reflection and emission cycle of the actual sonar (as shown in Fig. 6 below, the green part represents the obstacles that the acoustic ray reaches, and the red line represents the obstacles that the acoustic ray cannot reach). Firstly, the 3D coordinate system is established, and the maximum sonar distance is set as R; The simulation of acoustic ray is set as L ,whose angle with the surface of obstacle is set as θ ; The distance between the acoustic ray L and the obstacle is r; the intensity of acoustic ray is I ; the intensity of acoustic reflection is I ; the reflection intensity of receiving acoustic ray is I ; TL is the transmission loss of acoustic ray, including acoustic ray number is n; The number of vertical acoustic ray in m , 1≤ n ≤130,1≤ m ≤10;0 ≤ θ ≤ 90°, 0≤ r ≤ R . transmission loss TL is related to the distance r, so transmission loss of the acoustic ray is:
The reflected intensity of acoustic ray is related to the incident angle of the acoustic ray L :
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The reflected intensity of the acoustic ray L is :
Finally, according to the actual resolution of 3D multi-beam imaging sonar, the median interpolation is used to interpolate the data of intensity and distance, and a virtual simulation system is established
3D OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE ALGORITHM
Compared with land mobile robots, underwater autonomous obstacle avoidance technology has higher complexity [2]:
1. The limitation of obstacle avoidance sensor: (such as: the sampling frequency of the sensor, the range of action, the accuracy of measurement, false alarm rate, detection rate, etc.) still cannot be compared with the obstacle avoidance sensor of land mobile robot. So the amount of underwater environment information obtained by AUV is less and the quality is poor.
2. The limitation of AUV maneuverability: most AUV cannot immediately stop as a mobile robot, survey the terrain and make a decision; and AUV must quickly select the avoidance path in high-speed navigation, otherwise the collision may be happened to a turn gliding.
Fuzzy Control Algorithm
Fuzzy control is a nonlinear intelligent control method, which does not depend on mathematical models [3] . It is simple and real-time. A new horizontal obstacle avoidance controller is designed, and a strategy based on event feedback monitoring is proposed. The AUV avoidance process is regarded as a closed loop discrete event process to achieve the goal of independent obstacle avoidance. Fuzzy obstacle avoidance controllers are shown in Fig. 7 . H1 and H2 fuzzy controllers are connected to realize the function of collision avoidance planning in horizontal plane, and V1 and V2 to realize the function of collision avoidance planning in vertical plane. Moreover, eCF, eFL, eFR, eFD and eCD, which indicate the risk of collision with obstacles in front, left, right, up and down directions. Key technologies of fuzzy control algorithm: 1. The fuzzification of the input and output variables; 2. Establish fuzzy control rules; 3. The defuzzification of the output variables. The smaller the value indicates that the AUV is farther away from the obstacle and the safer it is; conversely, the greater the value indicates that the AUV is nearer away from the obstacle and the risk of collision it is. The maximum operating distance of sonar is meters, and the information is ( ) , ⎝ ⎛ ), ( ), ( ) and ( ). Then the formula for calculating the risk of collision of all directions with obstacles is given:
The , ,
represent quantification factors and they are set according to AUV maneuverability.
Finite State Automata Algorithm
The outputs of fuzzy collision avoidance controller are the collision avoidance behavior of the horizontal and vertical surfaces [4] . If the AUV collision avoidance process is regarded as a discrete event, which driven system by the discrete events interact in accordance with a certain running rule, the finite state automata can be used to represent the discrete event dynamic system. Schematic diagram of finite state automata is shown in Fig. 8 . The meaning of the finite state machine is shown in Table 1 . The path of AUV is planned to pass through obstacles in a straight line. If AUV avoids obstacles under the guidance of obstacle avoidance algorithm, the obstacle avoidance algorithm is proved to be effective.
When the AUV avoids the staircase obstacle in the Fig. 1 , the simulation results are shown in Fig. 10 . The green area is the horizontal projection of the obstacle in Fig. 10 , and the blue line is the horizontal projection of the obstacle avoidance track of AUV. In Fig. 10 , the green area is the top view of the staircase obstacle and the blue line is the top view of the AUV trajectory. Through the sonar image, the AUV cannot avoid the staircase obstacle in front changing the heading in Fig. 1 , so it is only necessary to change the depth to avoid staircase obstacle. It can be seen from the trajectory horizontal projection in Fig. 10 that the AUV does not change the heading. Moreover, from high value curve, it can be seen that the AUV changes the depth to avoid obstacles in real-time. When the AUV avoids the mountain obstacle in the Fig. 2 , simulation results are shown in Fig. 11 .It also can be seen that mountain obstacle are uneven and the AUV needs to avoid obstacles by changing heading and depth.
It can be seen from the trajectory horizontal projection and high value curve in Fig. 11 that the AUV constantly changes the heading and depth to avoid mountain obstacles in real-time. 
CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this paper is to establish a virtual simulation system, which can simulate the real 3D multi-beam imaging sonar and verify the real-time obstacle avoidance algorithm. The virtual simulation system can simulate the whole obstacle avoidance process of AUV and visualize in real time. Finally, simulation results are analyzed, which can verify the real-time obstacle avoidance algorithm is reliability.
